3 8        men, movements, and myself
Preachers and politicians who have never undergone the physical
and moral suffering which unemployment then involved, constantly
assert that such experiences are enviable and enriching. They
talk foolishly about what they do not understand. There is a side
of the unemployment problem with which they have not the least
intention of becoming personally acquainted, and I know that
their platitudinous envy of the man who has passed through the
privations, and endured the social indignities associated with
unemployment, is either insincere or based upon ignorance.
Unemployment, which involves physical degeneration and the
sense that a man is superfluous,is dismissed, unused, and unwanted,
is not ennobling; it is entirely debasing. It is more likely to turn
a man into a loafer, a criminal, or a revolutionist, than into a
balanced and creative citizen. It warps both body and mind, and
its grim experiences left me with physical and nervous disabilities
that permanently lessened my powers of endurance and reduced
my efficiency in the work of my life. More than forty years later
I attempted to indicate all that unemployment had meant to me
when, in the House of Commons, I was asked, upon the assumption
of office of a Labour Government in 1929, to move the formal
Address in response to the King's Speech with which the new
Parliament had opened. Commenting on the question of unem-
ployment with which the 'speech' had dealt, I said: 'Will the
House allow me a personal word? I have walked the streets
unemployed, heart-broken, and foot-sore, and, although I have
now forgotten the hungry days, and the physical privations involved,
the spiritual depression and the moral agony of it all remain indelibly
written upon my memory. It is written that the punishment for
man's first sin was that by the sweat of his face he should eat bread,
At this hour, that which was intended as a punishment and a curse
for wrongdoing, would be welcomed as a too-long delayed blessing
in more than a million British homes,'
I cannot remember what occasioned it, but some relief came to
me, unexpectedly and unsought, from Mr. Anderson, to whom I
have previously referred. From among his friends he obtained
for me little jobs of french-polishing, and he invented other ways
of paying me small sums for tasks which were more or less super-
fluous, I became a frequent visitor to his house at Beeston; I
read his papers and borrowed his books, and the help that his
interest provided enabled me to hold on until I obtained regular
work. My gratitude to him has been constant and sincere, and I

